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Welcome

Dear Colleagues Around the Globe,

Here is our new children’s program for this fall 2021.

Non-Fiction: we cover this segment for all ages – from our wide selection of 

small format board books in co-edition (page 2+3) to our Nature and Science 

titles (page 7).

Fiction: we are exited about our first novel based on the known game’s classic 

“Andor” (page 12) – illustrated by the game’s creator himself: Michael Menzel. 

Please ask for our sample translation. 

We also continue our successful boys’ series “Never Push the Red Button” with 

a Dino title on page 11.

Crime & Investigation: and our series continue – from The Three ??? to EXIT each 

brand shines with new titles and special editions. Noteworthy: the EXIT Grafic 

novel (page 27).

We hope very much that we will soon be able to physically present these titles 

to you. 

For now, please inquire about digital meetings and reading copies,

we are very happy to see and hear from you!

Kirstin Kreppel, Julia Courmont & Franziska Lautenschlager



+  28Teens

Content

+  8Children´s Fiction 

+  4Non-Fiction

+  2Board Books

+  24

+  22

+  20  

+  18  
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Take a Look On the Lawn
978-3-440-16942-1

Take a Look into the Sea
978-3-440-16384-9

Take a Look Deep Into the Forest
978-3-440-16941-4

Take a Look into the Night
978-3-440-17157-8

→ Illustrating the parent-child bond in the animal world 

→  Experience nature from a very young age

June 2021
Steffen Walentowitz

approx. € 14,– [D] 
24 pages 
19 colour illustrations
board book, 21.5 x 18.5 cm

Piggyback 
978-3-440-17161-5

→  About the Author & 
Illustrator
Steffen Walentowitz is a long 
time expericenced illustrator of 
wonderful children’s non-fiction 
titles. Realistic, yet playful he 
grasps the essential being of the-
se animals. This title is his first 
full title, beautiful illustrations 
accompanied by little rhymes.

For Our Youngest

inquire about our co-editions
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new 

6 titles 

available
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HighlightsFor Our Youngest

Who Are You? In the Garden
978-3-440-15591-1
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preschool

Who Are You? In the Forest
978-3-440-15587-5

Clap Your Hands in the City
978-3-440-16072-5

Clap Your Hands at the Zoo
978-3-440-16063-3

Does the Monkey Laugh 
Himself Silly? 
978-3-440-16031-2

Does the Lion have to go to 
the hairdresser?
978-3-440-15589-9

Who is the Greatest Here? 
 
978-3-440-15122-8

Really Big or Very Teeny? 
 
978-3-440-15481-6

I Spy With My Little Eye  
The Totally Crazy Alphabet
978-3-440-15124-2

I Spy With My Little Eye  
The Totally Crazy Zoo
978-3-440-15125-9

I Spy With My Little Eye  
Totally Crazy Vehicles
978-3-440-15379-6

→ Our most beautiful non-fiction books

selected titles sold, please inquire

Sold to:  
US, CN

Sold to:  
US, CN

Sold to:  
US, CN

Sold to:  
US, CN

Sold to:  CN, CZ, DK, HU

Sold to:  CN, CZ, DK, HU

Sold to:  
DK, Fi, NL

Sold to:  
DK, Fi, NL

Sold to:  
CN, UK, US

Sold to:  
CN, UK, US

Sold to:  
CN, UK, US
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September 2021
Véro Mischitz
Nasty Critters

approx. € 15,– [D]
40 pages
30 coloured illustrations
hardcover, 19 x 24.5 cm 
978-3-440-17270-4

→  The Author
Véro Mischitz is a certified 
biologist, freelance illustrator, 
and comic book artist. 
As “Frau Kirschvogel” she wri-
tes her own blog and regularly 
draws science comic strips  for 
the Helmholtz Association. 
Birds have always had a place 
in her heart – ever since she 
spent a lot of time at a field 
station in Norway with bird 
enthusiastic friends and colle-
agues during her studies

→  The Illustrator
Claudia Gotthardt is a 
graphic designer and 
lives in Hamburg. Her 
funny and impressive 
illustrations are ideal 
for our non-fiction 
picture books.

→  Another colorfoul title filled with factual information 
about our natural world

→ Designed as a flip book for playful learning 

→ See more animals in our backlist titles below

Fact or fiction? “Every person swallows eight spiders in their sleep 

per year, and wasps sting out of pure malice.” A book against common 

prejudices. You can read about all the bad things said about rats, toads, 

earwigs, or wolves.  To learn the truth you flip the book by 180 degrees: 

Then, you can discover all the exciting facts about the allegedly, “nasty 

critters” and their behaviour. 

Discover Nature
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5
and up

Tomato Frog 
and Blue Dragon 
978-3-440-17184-4

Nasty Lodgers 
978-3-440-16988-9

new 

Sold to:  
CZ



Discover Nature
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and up

January 2022
Jule Ambach
Native Animals and Their Wild 
Relatives 

approx. € 15,– [D]
40 pages
20 coloured photos
hardcover, 21.4 x 28 cm 
978-3-440-17262-9

→  The Author
Jule Ambach  has her best ideas 
when travelling on a train. 
When she is writing, she loves 
coffee with cinnamon and loud 
music to go along with it. She 
lives as a freelance author in 
Stuttgart and spends as much 
time as possible in Sweden. 

→ Learn about domestic animals and their wild ancestors 

→ KOSMOS nature know-how for children aged 5 and older 

Domestic cat and lynx, horse and zebra: animals at our doorsteps have 

wild relatives –  some live in faraway countries. Some animals look alike, 

other times the relation is surprising and only recognizable in specific 

features. An exciting title about animal relations… 

My Bird Book
978-3-440-16965-0

Wolves 
978-3-440-16987-2

Sold to:  
CZ

Sold to:  
CZ

new 
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TYPISCH KATZE:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adi- 

piscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor.  

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis  

parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus. Do- 

nec quam felis, ultricies nec, pellentesque eu,  

pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat quis enim. Donec pede 

justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, vulputate eget, arcu. In enim 

justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, venatis vitae, justo. Nullam 

dictum felis eu pede mollis pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras 

dapibus. Vivamus elementum semper nisi. Aenean vulputate 

eleifend tellus. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum 

sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, 

nascetur ridiculus mus. Donec quam felis, ultricies nec, 

pellentesque eu, pretium quis, sem. Nulla consequat mas-

sa quis enim. Donec pede justo, fringilla vel, aliquet nec, 

vulputate eget, arcu. In enim justo, rhoncus ut, imperdiet a, 

venenatis vitae, justo. Nullam dictum felis eu pede mollis 

pretium. Integer tincidunt. Cras dapibus. Vivamus elemen-

tum semper nisi. Aenean vulputate eleifend tellus. 

Haustier

DIE WILDEN VERWANDTEN:

UNSERE HAUSTIERE:  D
ie H

auskatze

ANSCHLEICHEN:Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
con sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

SCHNURRHAARE:Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
con sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

EINZIEHBARE KRALLEN:Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
con sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

FAUCHEN & SCHNURREN:Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
con sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

PINSELOHREN:Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecte-
tuer adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo 

ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum 
sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis.

Der Luchs

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit.  

Aenean commodo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa.  

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis  

parturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.  

AUF LEISEN SOHLEN  WELTWEIT ZU HAUSE

VERSPIELT, ABER EIGEN:
Sie spielen gern, sind anschmiegsam und liegen am liebsten faul in 

der Sonne – doch das ist nur die halbe Wahrheit! Hauskatzen sind 

und bleiben Raubtiere und schleichen meist des Nachts umher … 

GUT GEBRÜLLT!Nur Großkatzen wie Tiger, Löwen 
oder Leoparden brüllen. Kleinkatzen 

sind dazu nicht in der Lage.  

Roooaaarrr

Der PumaLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer 

adipiscing elit. Aenean commodo ligula 

eget dolor. Aenean massa. Cum sociis na-

toque penatibus et magnis dis parturient 

montes. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 

con-sectetuer adipiscing elit.

Der TigerLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con- 

sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean com-

modo ligula eget dolor. Aenean massa. 

Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis 

dis parturient montes. Lorem  
ipsum dolor sit amet, consec- 

tetuer adipiscing elit. 

NAH
VERWANDT

NAHVERWANDT

FERNVERWANDT

GROSSKATZEN

KLEIN
K

ATZEN

AUSGESTORBEN:Säbelzahnkatzen
Tiger

PumaGepard

Luchs
Hauskatze

Schnee

leo
par

d
Lö

we

Leopard

Jaguar

Kara
ka

l

Ozelo
t

STAMMBAUM DER KATZENLorem ipsum dolor sit amet, con 

sectetuer adipiscing elit. Aenean 

commodo waran ligula eget dolor. 

Aenean massa. Cum sociis nato-
que penatibus et magnis dis 
parturient montes nasce.
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→  A new and innovative topic for children’s nature 
guides: animal friendly gardens and cities

→ Bestselling series

February 2021
Bärbel Oftring
Nature Field Guides
What Lives in the Garden?

€ 10,– [D] each
112 pages
approx. 90 coloured images 
120 colour illustrations
flap brochure
13.5 x 19.8 cm 
978-3-440-17181-3

All rights available

→  The Author
Bärbel Oftring is a biologist 
with a focus on Zoology, 
Palaeontology and Botanical 
Science. For years she has been 
leading school groups for dis-
covering nature. It is most im-
portant to her that children can 
connect to nature and make 
their very own discoveries. 

These innovative Children's Nature Guides present readers diffe-

rent species of birds, animals and flowers. They show them how to 

recognize different kinds of stones or find stars in the night sky. 

Including pictures and interesting facts, our bestselling guides 

teach young kids interesting knowledge about the world they live 

in with varying topics such as insects, forest animals or the seaside 

wildlife. An easy and accesable way for children to research what 

they always wanted to know. 

978-3-440-15250-8

978-3-440-16196-8

978-3-440-15245-4

978-3-440-15246-1

978-3-440-15249-2

978-3-440-15243-0

978-3-440-14799-3

978-3-440-16058-9

978-3-440-15248-5

978-3-440-15247-8

 over

500,000
copies sold 

Nature Guides 
Kids

  

8
and up

15 titles available
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Sold to:  CZ, Hu, Korea, PL
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Nature and Science

777777
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8
and up

January 2022
Rainer Köthe
The KOSMOS Book of  
Technology

approx. € 22,– [D]
160 pages
300 coloured illustrations
hardcover, 22 x 27 cm 
978-3-440-17312-1

→  The Author
Dr. Rainer Köther is a journalist 
and specialist for scientific 
topics. The non-fiction books of 
the award-winning author were 
translated into 31 languages. 
For KOSMOS, he developed 
experiment kits, among other 
things.

→ Technology and science books for early learning  

→ Kids can discover our world with their own eyes 

The KOSMOS Book of Technology takes a behind-the-scenes look: Be 

it cellphones, TVs or cars, the technology we are using every day is 

evolving at breath-taking pace. In easy terms and with impressively 

detailed illustrations, it explains the parts and functions of 300 devices 

and machines of everyday life. From space travel to the smartphone, 

from 3D printing to Augmented Reality (AR), from MRI to nanotechnolo-

gy: this book leaves no question unanswered!

Microscopy 
978-3-440-15800-5

My Big Kosmos Space 
Atlas 
978-3-440-16035-0

new edition

7



 

September 2021
Ellis Kaut
Pumuckl the Read-Aloud Book 
of Christmas Stories

€ 16,–  [D]
152 pages

50 coloured illustrations 
hardcover, 17 x 24 cm
978-3-440-16997-1

Rights sold to:
Hungary, Russia

→  The Author
Ellis Kaut (1920-2015) received 
during her long life many 
important awards for her 
Pumuckl stories. Inventive and 
comic, anarchically likeable and 
timelessly good – her cheeky 
goblin easily wins the hearts of 
children. 

→ Classic children stories for ages 5 and up

→ A true German classic, well beloved by young and old

→  New TV Series is in the making

Cheeky Fun
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Pumuckl is a cheeky goblin who comes up with new pranks all the 

time. You will never be bored with him! What is Pumuckl up to during 

Christmas time? The 24 stories in this book tell us about that – about 

Advent, arts and crafts, baking, presents, Saint Nicholas, and snow, 

and, of course, lots of shenanigans. Funnily illustrated in the well-

known Pumuckl style, this will be a new favourite book for getting 

comfy together during Advent season, both for parents reading aloud 

and for little readers reading themselves. 

 

over
80,000copies sold 

  

5
and up
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→ Learn how to read with the "Kosmos Early Reading Concept: Book Heroes".

→ Find easy stories, large illustrations and interactive elements.
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The Wild Friends – Adventures Below the City: The wild 

friends escaped from the zoo. An old underground station 

is now their hide-away. When Ludwig, the monkey, colle-

cts food for all the animals, he falls into a dark shaft. Who 

dares to go down? And what else can be discovered there?

November 2017
André Marx 
Boris Pfeiffer
The Wild Friends – Adventures Below the City

€ 7.99 [D]
48 pages
48 coloured illustrations 
hardcover, 15.9 x 22.3 cm
978-3-440-15672-8

→  The Authors
Boris Pfeiffer is a very prolific writer of plays and books. 
Together wih André Marx he created „the Wild Pack“. He has 
written more than 40 volumes of the series “3??? Kids”, and 
his books have sold over 1 Million copies.
Andre Marx started as co-author of the series „3??? Kids“ in 
1997. His books have impressed both crime fans and critics. In 
2007 he created the „Wild Pack“ with Boris Pfeiffer.

→  The Illustrator
Steffen Gumpert works as freelance illustrator, cartoonist, 
author and character designer since 1996.

Schlupp  
From the Green Star
 
978-3-440-16943-8

The Wild Friends
Where is Oskar? 
 
978-3-440-15806-7

Monster Trap
 
 
978-3-440-16073-2

Ella and the little 
Unicorn 

978-3-440-16822-6

→ exciting short stories

→ 48 pages, 4c illustrations

→ target age 6+

Book Heroes
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Ella and the little 
Unicorn 
The Magic Stone
978-3-440-16304-7

  

6
and up
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German Investigation 
Classic
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Caution: Snappy!
 
Volume 2 
978-3-440-16025-1

No Summer Break for 
Detectives 
Special Edition 
978-3-440-17238-4

Thieves, Crooks,  
Fraudsters 
Special Edition
978-3-440-16849-3

Caught Red-Handed
 
Volume 1 
978-3-440-16017-6

Poisonous Chocolate
 
Volume 3
978-3-440-16018-3

The Red Savior 
 
Volume 4
978-3-440-16024-4

 over

100,000
copies sold 

July 2021
Kirsten Vogel
TKKG Junior, 13,  
Nights of the Wolves

€ 10,–  [D]
128 pages

30 b/w illustrations 
hardcover, 13.2 x 19.5 cm
978-3-440-17139-4

→  The Author
For many years, Kirsten Vogel 
used to be a storyliner, screen-
writer and producer for popular 
TV series. Nowadays, she works 
as children’s book author.

TKKG – that’s the investigative team of friends Tim, Karl, Klöß-

chen (Dumpling) and Gaby. The four friends courageously solve 

every case and are up for any thrilling adventure. Their dog 

Oskar is always at their side, of course. In this new adventure 

they are on a school trip, camping at night and some food 

disappears – is someone stealing their food or are there really 

wolves in the woods? An exciting case for TKKG…

→ Well known and popular series re-written  
 and newly adapted to younger audience,  
 sold over 90,000 copies 

→ Easy, but action-packed adventure series  
 with black and white illustrations for  
 readers aged 8 and older

→ over 13 volumes + special editions available

  

8
and up

13 volumes 

available
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This time, strange animal tracks appear in the forest. And 

Ben claims to have seen a real dinosaur. Can it be true? In 

any case, Egon and Jojo build a dinosaur trap and again 

stumble from one catastrophe to the next. Funny chaos is 

guaranteed! 

→ A boy’s first science journal: Successful new  
 series with three volumes so far – will be  
 continued 

→  Easy learning about facts with illustrations 
in comic book style 

→  With cool experiments in the back for 
readers to try out 

Science Meets Adventure

sample translation

 available

September 2021
Kati Naumann
Never Press the Red Button – 
Or the Dinosaurs Are Going 
Crazy! 
Volume 3 

approx. € 12,– [D]
160 pages 
approx. 40 b/w ilustrations  
by Josy Jones
hardcover, 15 x 21 cm 
978-3-440-16328-3

→  The Author
Kati Naumann wrote song ly-
rics and screen plays, published 
several novels and developed 
successful children’s radio play 
series. 

→  The Illustrator
Josephine Schwan-Jones 
started her freelance career as 
a graphic artist and illustrator 
in 2015. She designs books and 
magazines for children and 
adolescents in her office in 
Wörth am Rhein. 

Never Press the Red Button – 
Or the Volcano Erupts
 
Volume 1
978-3-440-16327-6

Never Press the Red Button – 
Or the Robots Attack
 
Volume 2
978-3-440-16328-3

  

8
and up

new 
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Fantasy novel for kids based on the characters and landscape of the 

bestselling game “Andor Junior”: The brave warrior Thorn, the deter-

mined magician Eara, the wise keeper Chada, and the clever dwarf 

Kram form a strong team. Only if they stick together, they can save the 

land of Andor. 

King Brandur summons all the warriors of the land to the Riet Castle 

because the dragon Tarok rages violently in the Grey Mountains and is 

coming towards Riet Castle. The warriors have to prepare for defending 

Andor. Can they stop him before he seizes power over Andor?

→  Andor Junior: The award-winning fantasy 
adventure now as book for young heroes

→  Game was voted and honoured with the 
award for best children’s board game in 2020

→ Novel: four-colour illustrations by the well- 
 known illustrator and Andor creator Michael  
 Menzel

→  Andor is in the Top 39 of the most popular 
board games in Germany and has sold over 
700.000 units

Science Meets Adventure
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Welcome to Andor

sample translation available

September 2021
Jens Baumeister
Andor Junior 
The Curse of The Red Dragon 
Volume  1 

€ 10,– [D] each
160 pages
65 coloured illustrations 
by Michael Menzel
hardcover, 15.2 x 21.5 cm 
978-3-440-17142-4

All rights available

→  The Author
Jens Baumeister has worked as 
a screenwriter for TV series and 
lives as an author in Berlin. He 
likes writing kid's books best.

→  The Illustrator

Michael Menzel (*1975) lives 
near the Rhine river. He is 
award winning creator of the 
Andor Game and has illustrated 
this novel to his game.

  

8
and up
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Highlights – Kids

Lilly and the Twelves – 
Elves Forbidden
978-3-440-16735-9

The Wild Friends –
Where is Oskar? 
978-3-440-15672-8

The Wild Friends –
Adventures Below the City
978-3-440-15806-7

Lilly and the Twelves –
Icing and an Elf's Kiss
978-3-440-16939-1

Fiddlesticks School Cafeteria

978-3-440-15499-1

Lilly and the Twelves –
Pranks in Elfland
978-3-440-16737-3

The Forest of Exceptional 
Animals
978-3-440-15952-1

The WIld Friends – 
So much Fuss 
978-3-440-15807-4

Pepper Mint and the Amazing 
Wacky Science Book
978-3-440-16558-4

  

8
and up
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The big ABC of horses for children! On these pages, 

children can find everything about their favourite animal: 

information on their anatomy, their behaviour, on breeds 

of horses, terms of equestrian sports, and lots more. The 

encyclopaedia of horses presents fascinating knowledge 

for horse enthusiasts in short, reader-friendly texts with 

many pictures. Perfect for young readers! 

September 2021
Carola von Sessel
The Big KOSMOS  
Encyclopaedia of Horses

€ 10,– [D]
128 pages 
30 b/w illustrations 
by Comicon S.L. 
hardcover, 13.2 x 19.5 cm
978-3-440-16848-6

→ The Author
Carola von Kessel is a freelance 
journalist and children’s book 
author. Before she worked as an 
editor in the segment “horses” 
for many years. She rides and 
has her own horses.

All rights available

The Choatic Horse 
 
978-3-440-16426-6

My Horse Quiz 

978-3-440-17182-0

My Big Book on Learning How to Ride

978-3-440-16739-7

→ Kosmos traditionally stands for Horse knowledge

→ Lovable horse fiction as well as interesting non-fiction  
 titles are part of our program

→ For a complete overview of our many horse titles,   
 please inquire

All about Horses

14
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and up
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For 12-year-old Rosalie, a lifelong dream is fulfilled: she gets a scholarship for the 

horse boarding school Blossom Hill! She quickly makes new friends and falls in 

love with the beautiful mare Princess Valentine. If there just wasn’t her nasty 

roommate! The Spanish girl Carmen has a rich father and owns two horses. 

Nobody can figure out why she is nonetheless constantly in a bad mood and so 

taciturn. Only when an accident happens for which Carmen is at fault and that 

threatens the life of the entire class, does Rosalie uncover her roommate’s 

distress. Can the two very different girls become friends anyway?

February 2021
Babette Pribbenow
Blossom Hill: Stormy Start

€ 13,–  [D]
176 pages, 33 b/w illustrations 
hardcover, 14.5 x 21 cm
978-3-440-16356-6

September 2021
Babette Pribbenow
Blossom Hill: Dreaming of Victory

€ 13,- [D]
176 pages, 33 b/w illustrations
hardcover, 14.5 x 21 cm
978-3-440-17058-8

→  Top topics: horses, riding and friendship

→  Horse boarding school – popular setting for the target group

→  Most attractive reading material for girls from 10 years on
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new 
series

  

10
and up
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Brand Impact
in Germany

brandawareness

83 %

AUDIO

BOOKS

LICENSING

ADVENT  
CALENDARS

LIVE 
EVENTS

TOYS & 
GAMES

MOVIE 
& TV

Meet The Three ???  – an investigative 
team of 3 boys: Justus, Peter, and Bob. 

Set in Rocky Beach, Southern Califonia, they solve  
mysterious and exciting cases. Often with the help of the 
local police they find a solution, when no one else can.  
Author Robert Arthur created the series in the US in the 
1960's under the editorship of Alfred Hitchcock.  
While the series came to an end in the US after only  
50 volumes we in Germany decided to continue with  
the brand and thus started one of the biggest success 
stories German children's literature…  
To this day we publish 6 volumes each year, as well as  
special editions, and calendars.  Together with the  
ever-present audio dramas by Sony it has become a  
#1 top of mind brand.

→ Target age 10+

→ Over 19 million German copies sold

→ Over 200 volumes + 30 special editions,  
including graphic novels and comics

→ Each story volume: 192 pages,  
no illustrations

The Three ??? Kids 

In 1999 Kosmos developed a new brand – a spin off for a younger target audience:  
The Three ??? Kids. We meet the same investigative team of Justus, Peter and Bob,  
but in these stories they are 8 to 12 years old. Already they have started to solve  
their first cases. These are not as exciting, but just as mysterious.

→ Target age 8+

→ 7.7 million sold copies

→ Over 85 volumes + 83 special  
editions, including comics

→ Each story volume: 128 pages,  
black and white illustrations
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Brand Impact
in Germany

brandawareness

83 %

AUDIO
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ADVENT  
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LIVE 
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TOYS & 
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Meet The Three ???  – an investigative 
team of 3 boys: Justus, Peter, and Bob. 

Set in Rocky Beach, Southern Califonia, they solve  
mysterious and exciting cases. Often with the help of the 
local police they find a solution, when no one else can.  
Author Robert Arthur created the series in the US in the 
1960's under the editorship of Alfred Hitchcock.  
While the series came to an end in the US after only  
50 volumes we in Germany decided to continue with  
the brand and thus started one of the biggest success 
stories German children's literature…  
To this day we publish 6 volumes each year, as well as  
special editions, and calendars.  Together with the  
ever-present audio dramas by Sony it has become a  
#1 top of mind brand.

→ Target age 10+

→ Over 19 million German copies sold

→ Over 200 volumes + 30 special editions,  
including graphic novels and comics

→ Each story volume: 192 pages,  
no illustrations

The Three ??? Kids 

In 1999 Kosmos developed a new brand – a spin off for a younger target audience:  
The Three ??? Kids. We meet the same investigative team of Justus, Peter and Bob,  
but in these stories they are 8 to 12 years old. Already they have started to solve  
their first cases. These are not as exciting, but just as mysterious.

→ Target age 8+

→ 7.7 million sold copies

→ Over 85 volumes + 83 special  
editions, including comics

→ Each story volume: 128 pages,  
black and white illustrations
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Title Overview

A dreadful Mess
 
978-3-440-21051-4 

The Golden Salamander
 
978-3-440-17140-0

and the Strange Calendar

978-3-440-17208-7

and the Curse of the Ruby

978-3-440-17173-9

and the Whispering Mummy

978-3-440-17172-1

The Snake Ritual
 
978-3-440-16298-9

and the Haunted Castle

978-3-17171-4

and the Crystal Skull
 
978-3-440-05207-9

On the Web of Lies
 
978-3-440-16686-4

The Village of the Devils

978-3-440-15471-7

BESCHERUNG
Eine SCHRECKLICHE

and the hell train

978-3-440-16720-5

and the Haunted Castle

978-3-440-12916-6

and the Three-Eyed Skull

978-3-440-14123-6

The crazy Professor
 
978-3-440-16288-0

New Design, New Volumes 216 + 217

André Marx
The Three ??? and the Crystal Skull
160 Pages
Laminated Paperback, 21 x 14.5 cm

Kari Erlhoff
The Three ??? On the Web of Lies 
160 Pages
Laminated Paperback, 21 x 14.5 cm

new design
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and up

old design
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It was supposed to be an uneventful trip with Uncle 

Titus to buy some junk, but it suddenly turns into a 

chase and the search for a precious crystal skull. Hun-

ter Scott, who recently died, was supposed to have ow-

ned such a skull made by the Maya people. But where 

in his old mansion could it be hidden? Apart from the 

Three ???, several other people are asking that questi-

on, too – who will be first to find the skull? 

A new graphic novel with the team of the Three ???: 

A wrestling show is in town and the Three ??? will 

definitely not miss that spectacle at Rocky Beach. The 

Golden Salamander is the big star of the show – but 

when he is suddenly accused of having committed 

a crime, the detectives have to help him. Can Justus, 

Peter, and Bob prove he is innocent?

September 2021
Christopher Tauber 
Calle Claus
The Three ??? 
The Golden Salamander 

€ 18,– [D] 
136 pages 
200 coloured illustrations 
by Christopher Tauber

flap brochure, 17 x 24 cm 
978-3-440-17140-0

→ A new case in the ongoing series (Vol 217)

→ The Three ??? as a graphic novel

→  Several graphic novels available 
 (all separately told)

July 2021
André Marx 
The Three ???  
and the Crystal Skull 

€ 11,– [D]
160 pages
hardcover, 14.5 x 12 cm
978-3-440-16687-1

 
 – New Titles

About the authors: The entire series as well as special 

editions are written and illustrated by a pool of  

wonderfully talented authors and artists.

  

10
and up
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8
and up Title Overview

The Most Disgusting Book 
of All Times 
978-3-440-16027-5

Dogs in Danger
 
978-3-440-17114-1

The Craziest Book Ever 
 
978-3-440-17250-6

Detective Handbook
 
978-3-440-12487-1

Mission Graffiti Code
 
978-3-440-16821-9

Criminal Alarm
 
978-3-440-17237-7

Dragon Alarm
 
978-3-440-17031-1

Secret Message in a Bottle
 
978-3-440-17002-1

Mission Code of Bubble Gum
 
978-3-17211-7

In the Phantom's Garden
 
978-3-440-17229-2

A Treasure from Space
 
978-3-440-17228-5

The Pirate Gang
 
978-3-440-15699-5

The Creepiest Book of All 
Times  
978-3-440-16720-5

The Most Dangerous Book 
in the World 
978-3-440-13697-3

New Volumes 88 + 89

Ulf Blanck 
The Three ??? Kids, 88, 
A Treasure from Space 
128 Pages
Laminated Paperback, 18.5 x 12.5 cm

Ulf Blanck 
The Three ??? Kids, 89,  
In the Phantom's Garden 
128 Pages
Laminated Paperback, 18.5 x 12.5 cm

20
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A new case in the series – volume 88: An anonymous 

benefactor offers a legendary treasure as reward. This 

treasure is extraordinary and, on top of that, from space 

– it’s a very valuable meteorite. To get to the meteorite, 

the treasure hunters have to find and solve different 

riddles and hidden clues. The three friends Justus, Peter, 

and Bob join in on the hunt – like many of the people at 

Rocky Beach. Soon the detectives suspect that the story 

surrounding the treasure might not be true… 

German Soccer is internationally known – and so 

the three detectives are going to Germany for the 

summer holidays to take part in the Bundesliga 

youth Soccer Camp. But as soon as They arrive they 

are accused of foul play – this starts their newest 

case which leads them through the teams of the first 

and second Bundesliga, the official teams of German 

soccer. There is a team for everybody out there. It all 

ends with an exciting…soccer match!

May 2016
Boris Pfeiffer
The Three ??? Kids 
Team Bundesliga  

€ 18,– [D] 
216 pages 
65 coloured illustrations 
hardcover, 16 x 22.3 cm 

978-3-440-16000-8

→ Case #88 in the kids series

→ New exiting case for the three  
 detectives

→ Official product of the Bundesliga

→  Learn all about the teams and their  
mascots

July 2021
Ulf Blanck 
The Three ??? Kids 
A Treasure from Space 

€ 9,– [D]
128 pages 
30 b/w illustrations 
hardcover, 12.5 x 18.5 cm
978-3-440-17228-5

 – New Titles

About the authors: The entire series as well as special 

editions are written and illustrated by a pool of 

wonderfully talented authors and artists.
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The Three !!!

An All Girls Detective Series  

 – Bestselling Success Story

In 2006 we decided to create another spin-off to ba-
lance the investigative boy trio with an all girls trio: 
The Three!!! were born. These stories are based on a 
team of three girls Franzi, Kim and Marie, set in Ger-
many. The best friends have solved more than 90 exci-
ting cases together already. There are special editions 
with a first love interest (hearts on the cover), there 
are do-it-yourself titles with creative ideas for kids, 
cases based on fairy tales, topological titles set in big 
cities, and many more…

Original Series Spin-off Travel Series

→ Target age 10+

→ Over 7 million sold copies

→ 87 volumes + 31 special editions

→ Each story volume: 160 pages,  
no illustrations

22



Volume 92 of the series: The friends Kim, Franzi and 

Marie are spending the weekend on a houseboat. They 

explore everything stand-up paddle boarding, help 

fishing out garbage, and follow the tracks of polluters. 

Who dumps their garbage directly in nature? Kim, 

Franzi, and Marie even discover a hidden treasure. Is 

it stolen goods? Everything is decided in a showdown 

during a thrilling chase on the river.  

Kim is happy in her relationship with Kalle. 

Everything could be so romantic if her mother did 

not transform her life into a Halloween nightmare. 

Complete with gummy mummy and bats as decorati-

on. And on top of that, Kalle’s ex-girlfriend shows up. 

Chaos is sure to follow. 

Kim’s Diary – Happy Halloween is a direct sequel to 

volume 1 in the series. 

July 2021
Sina Flammang
The Three !!!, Kim's Diary,  
Happy Halloween

€ 18,– [D] 
176 pages 
100 coloured illustrations 
by Hanna Wenzel 
flap brochure, 15.3 x 21.6 cm 
978-3-440-17140-0

→ volume #92 in the series

→ Special Edition title – Vol 2 to a first Diary 

July 2021
André Marx 
The Three !!!, 92,
Secret at the River 

€ 11,– [D]
160 pages
hardcover, 14.5 x 21 cm
978-3-440-17080-9

 
 – New Titles
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About the authors: The entire series as well as special 

editions are written and illustrated by a pool of  

wonderfully talented authors and artists.

  

10
and up
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#1 Escape Game 
Brand in Germany

What: → Wide range of escape games and escape crimes 
in novel format.

→ Different levels of difficulty, highly interactive.

→ Need to be solved by cutting, folding, puzzling.

→ Can be played and read only once.

  →  Sold over 8.4 Mio  
 games in 2020

 Winner Games Awards

 #1 of German ESCAPE  
 games & titles

→ Sold over 1/4 Mio books

→ Different Levels of  
difficulty:  

Beginners

Advanced

Professional

Kids

1424



Sold to:  

CZ, HU, FR, 

GR, IT, JP, NL

#1 Escape Game 
Brand in Germany

What: → Wide range of escape games and escape crimes 
in novel format.

→ Different levels of difficulty, highly interactive.

→ Need to be solved by cutting, folding, puzzling.

→ Can be played and read only once.

  →  Sold over 8.4 Mio  
 games in 2020

 Winner Games Awards

 #1 of German ESCAPE  
 games & titles

→ Sold over 1/4 Mio books

→ Different Levels of  
difficulty:  

Beginners

Advanced

Professional

Kids
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 Title Overview

Advent Calendar 
Disaster at the North Pole
Beginner
978-3-440-17214-8

Level 6

Advanced
978-3-440-16685-7

Advent Calendar 
 
Beginner
978-3-440-16926-1

The Fair of Fear

Advanced
978-3-440-16251-4

The Hidden City

Advanced
978-3-440-16255-2

The Basement of Secrets 

Beginner
978-3-440-15697-1

Diary No. 29 

Expert 
978-3-440-16037-4

Logbook 1907 

Expert
978-3-440-17214-8

The Hospital of Shadows 

Beginner
978-3-440-17022-9

The Pirates' Mystery 

Kids
978-3-440-16899-8

The Secret Treasure 

Kids 
978-3-440-16663-5

Diary of Time 

Expert 
978-3-440-16556-0 

The Baffling Bank Robbery

Kids
978-3-440-17131-8

The Woman in the Mist

Beginner
978-3-440-17165-3

The Ryan Creed Case

Beginner
978-3-440-17221-6

Lena Ollefs 
Inka und Markus BrandEinsteiger

KIDS

YOUTH

ALL AGE

ALL AGE

all 
ages

with  
homepage



→ An escape adventure packed with riddles and dangers   
 for people of all ages

26

A letter, a thrilling hunt for a lost 

coin, and many exciting riddles are 

waiting for us in Ryan Creed’s first 

case.

Ryan Creed, a lecturer at the 

American College for Cryptography, 

loves solving puzzles. A mysterious 

letter from an unknown client 

throws him right into an adventure 

full of riddles and dangers. He has to 

find a rare coin. 

October 2021
Inka and Markus Brand 
Jens Baumeister
The Ryan Creed Case

€ 16,– [D]
192 pages
20 coloured illustrations  
by Thomas Moor 
flap brochure , 15.2 x 21.5 cm
978-3-440-17221-6
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IT

Interactive Escape  
Thriller

→  The Authors 
Inka and Markus Brand are international stars in the Game Scene – their creations have enthralled many 

kids, families and adults around the globe. They have created the EXIT games brand and many other award 

winning games. They live with their kids in Gummersbach, Germany.

Jens Baumeister knew as a child that he wanted to write books. As an adult, he has worked as screenwriter 

for TV series for several years and nowadays, he lives as an author in Berlin. He has already published many 

stories in many different types of media but he likes writing children’s books most of all. 

Interactive Escape  
Thriller

all 
ages



→  Like our EXIT novels, the comic strip is jumbled up and
 you can only follow the story by using the decoding 
 system and solving the riddles. 

27

A first on the Escape market: EXIT as 

a graphic novel. For generations, 

there have been rumours about the 

old, abandoned mansion by the lake: 

it’s supposed to be haunted. 

At night, you can sometimes hear 

scary noises coming from the house, 

and in misty moonlit nights a female 

figure can be seen wandering 

aimlessly on the water. 

Over the years, numerous amateur 

ghost hunters and urban explorers 

have tried to enter the house but 

nobody was able to open the firmly 

locked door. 

October 2021
Inka and Markus Brand 
Jens Baumeister
The Woman in the Mist

€ 16,– [D]
age 14 + 
128 pages 
250 coloured illustrations
flap brochure, 17 x 24 cm
978-3-440-17165-3
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X

IT

Interactive Graphic  
Novel

→  The Illustrator
Hanna Wenzel has created the first Exit grafic novel ever. Her atmospheric style catures the essence of the novel perfectly – it 

is exciting, vague, passionate and leaves the reader wanting for more.

all 
ages



Vol. 3 in 2022
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Bettina Belitz 

Sapphire
Rebellious Hearts (Vol. 1) 

€ 12.99 [D] 
192 pages

hardcover, 14.3 x 22.1 cm

978-3-440-15954-5

Sapphire 
Wildly Towards Freedom  
(Vol. 2)

€ 12.99 [D]

192 pages

hardcover, 14.4 x 22 cm

978-3-440-15955-2

Sapphire 
United Forever (Vol. 3)

€ 12.99 [D]

224 pages

hardcover, 14.3 x 22 cm

978-3-440-16743-4

Charly Art

Moonlight Wolves 
The Secret of the Shadow 
Wolves (Vol. 1)

€ 14.99 [D]

352 pages
hardcover, 15.3 x 21.7 cm
978-3-440-16560-7

Moonlight Wolves 
The Pack of the Dark (Vol. 2)

€ 15,– [D]

304 pages
hardcover, 15.4 x 21.7 cm
978-3-440-17056-4
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Highlight Teen Novels
  

12
and up



Thanks goes to our agents abroad*:

China 
Hercules Business & Culture GmbH 
Mr. Hongjun Cai  
cai@hercules-book.de
+49 6101 407 921 

France
Leor Agency 
Ms. Yannaelle Boucher
yannaelle@leor.bzh
+33 7 67 69 39 13

Hungary
Balla Literary Agency 
Ms. Rita Tillai  
ballalit@ballalit.hu  
+36 1 462 0880

Japan
Meike Marx, Literary Agent 
Ms. Meike Marx
Meike.marx@gol.com
+81 16 42 51 466 

Russia + Ukraine
Maria Schliesser Literary Agent 
Ms. Maria Schliesser 
schliesser.maria@gmail.com

*some territories may have additional representation, pls inquire
29

Our Agents Abroad
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CONTACT

Franckh-Kosmos Verlags-GmbH & Co. KG
Pfizerstraße 5 - 7 | 70184 Stuttgart | Germany | www.kosmos.de

Licensing and Film Rights:

Kirstin Kreppel | Head of Entertainment & Licensing
Phone | +49 (0) 711 2191 - 294
Mobile | +49 (0) 151 50 65 59 45
k.kreppel@kosmos.de

Book Rights:

Julia Courmont-Deiterding | Senior Licensing Manager
Phone | +49 (0) 711 2191 - 371
Mobile | +49 (0) 160 94 94 62 58
j.courmont@kosmos.de

Audio Rights:

Franziska Lautenschlager | Junior Licensing Manager
Phone | +49 (0) 711 2191 - 390
f.lautenschlager@kosmos.de

Rights Catalogues as pdf-downloads at 
https://www.kosmos.de/content/foreignrights/our-catalogues/


